1. **Late Justice Sh. Avadh Behari Rohtagi**

   The Medal Shall be awarded to the Candidate who secures the highest marks in the papers on Indian Constitutional Law I & Indian Constitutional Law II (Combined) prescribed for the LL.B. (Three year Course) in 1st Division.

   **Baskaran Balkrishnan**, Law Centre-II 139/200 marks, in the papers on Indian Constitutional Law I & Indian Constitutional Law II in LL.B. (Combined) Three Year Course, 1st Division. (Roll No-107051).

2. **Pt. Deendayal Upadhyaya**

   The Medal shall be awarded to the candidate who obtains the highest percentage of marks at the B.A. (Honors) Political Science with 1st Division in Indian Political Thought (Paper I & II) as one of the papers of the course.

   **Komal Khandelwal (W)**, I. P. College for Women, 1856/2600 marks, B. A. (Hons.) Political Science Examination (Subject-Indian Political Thought-Paper I & II = 163/200). Obtaining 1st Division. (Roll No. 4129451014)